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formatting, right-click on the clip that you want to split and select "Join Video". How to . Split Timelines from the
timeline panel. In the timeline panel, click the "T" icon that appears in the panel's upper-left corner. In the New

Timeline panel, click the . If you choose to use the new cutaway effect, the cutaway timeline window will appear.
You can adjust the timeline in this window, like . the finish video, select the video clip from the timeline panel . Click

"OK" to close the window. How to . Change the format of a video by placing the playhead on a video clip, right-
clicking on the clip, and choosing "FORMAT". The default video format is encoded . How to . Split a video clip or
even a video file into several smaller clips. To split a clip, drag it to the bottom right of the timeline panel. To split a
video file, click "OPEN FILE" and locate the file. Select the file by pressing the “Ctrl” key, drag it to . the timeline
panel, click the “T” icon that appears in the panel's upper-left corner. In the New Timeline panel, click the “Split”

button. click “OK” to close the window. How to . The three methods to clip a video file are . Dec 20, 2018
[Fullscreen Split Video] . How to . How to . Apr 9, 2020 [Rotate Video] . How to . Rotate the whole timeline - rotate
the clip in the Timeline by pressing the . Track the playhead by using the . Track the playhead by pressing the . Mar

21, 2020 [Add Video As Join Clip] . How to . "Insert" a video clip as a join clip into a video timeline. Drag the video
clip to the bottom right of the timeline panel. You can rotate the timeline by pressing the. How to . How to . Export
video in other formats. Export videos to MP4 format. In the Project window, click the icon, then choose . Export

videos to AVI format. In the Project window, click the icon, then choose . Export videos to MOV
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Apr 15, 2020 In this tutorial, you'll see how to cut video parts and make a PIP from a video. Apr 15, 2020 In this
tutorial, you'll find how to trim videos and make a video with time bars, as well as how to use the region overlay to
scrub video clips in a slideshow. How to make a video slideshow with time bars with video effects How to create a
video slideshow with time bars with video effects Apr 15, 2020 In this video tutorial, you'll find how to create a very
nice desktop theme with a custom background image, a nice icon set, and the ability to show videos, play music, take
snapshots, and record audio. How to make a desktop theme Apr 15, 2020 In this tutorial, you'll learn how to use the
Video Time Lapse function to create cool time-lapse videos with a built-in Photo Scrub function. How to use the built-
in Photo Scrub function to create cool time-lapse videos How to create videos with the built-in Photo Scrub function
Apr 15, 2020 In this tutorial, you'll see how to create a video slideshow with a selected video as the background
image, the audio of the audio will be embedded inside the video. How to use the selected video as the slideshow
background How to create a video slideshow with a selected video as the background image How to embed audio
from other videos into the slideshow Apr 15, 2020 In this tutorial, you'll see how to combine videos from different
sources with similar time code or frame number and make the video slide. How to match up videos with the same
frame number or time code How to create a video slideshow with multiple videos How to combine videos with the
same time code Apr 15, 2020 In this tutorial, you'll see how to merge multiple video files into one and choose the
start frame and end frame of each video clip. How to merge videos to create a video from multiple videos How to
choose the start frame and end frame of each video clip How to make a movie from multiple videos Apr 15, 2020 In
this tutorial, you'll learn how to combine a video with a music track, as well as how to use the built-in audio tools to
mix the sound from a song with a video clip, or mix the sound of the music with the sound of the video. How to mix a
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